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MINIREVIEW / MINISYNTHÈSE

Strategies for dealing with conformational
sampling in structural calculations of flexible or
kinked transmembrane peptides1
Jan K. Rainey, Larry Fliegel, and Brian D. Sykes

Abstract: Peptides corresponding to transmembrane (TM) segments from membrane proteins provide a potential route for
the determination of membrane protein structure. We have determined that 2 functionally critical TM segments from the
mammalian Na+/H+ exchanger display well converged structure in regions separated by break points. The flexibility of
these break points results in conformational sampling in solution. A brief review of available NMR structures of helical
membrane proteins demonstrates that there are a number of published structures showing similar properties. Such flexibility is likely indicative of kinks in the full-length protein. This minireview focuses on methods and protocols for NMR
structure calculation and analysis of peptide structures under conditions of conformational sampling. The methods outlined
allow the identification and analysis of structured peptides containing break points owing to conformational sampling and
the differentiation between oligomerization and ensemble-averaged observation of multiple peptide conformations.
Key words: NMR spectroscopy, membrane proteins, peptide structure, conformational sampling, oligomerization.
Résumé : Les peptides correspondant aux segments transmembranaires (TM) de protéines membranaires sont des outils
potentiels à la détermination de la structure de telles protéines. Nous avons déterminé que deux segments TM fonctionnellement importants de l’échangeur Na+/H+ de mammifère possèdent des structures convergentes dans ces régions, séparées
par des points de rupture. La flexibilité autour de ces points de rupture résulte en un échantillonnage conformationnel en
solution. Une brève revue des structures disponibles déterminées par RMN de protéines à hélice membranaire démontre
qu’il existe un certain nombre de structures publiées possédant des propriétés similaires. Une telle flexibilité est probablement indicative de la présence de coudes (kinks) dans la protéine de pleine longueur. Cette mini-revue se concentre sur les
méthodes et les protocoles de calcul de la structure en RMN et d’analyse de la structure de peptides sous des conditions
d’échantillonnage conformationnel. Les méthodes esquissées permettent l’identification et l’analyse de peptides structurés
contenant des points de rupture dus à l’échantillonnage conformationnel, et la différenciation entre l’oligomérisation et
l’observation pondérée des conformations de multiples peptides.
Mots clés : spectroscopie par RMN, protéines membranaires, structure peptidique, échantillonnage conformationnel, oligomérisation.
[Traduit par la Rédaction]

Introduction
The following minireview summarizes methods that we
have developed to facilitate structural studies on the mammalian Na+/H+ exchanger isoform 1 (NHE1). The N-terminal cation exchange region of this protein, composed of

*500 out of 815 residues, is believed to be arranged in 12
transmembrane (TM) segments (Wakabayashi et al. 2000).
Since full-length NHE1 cannot yet be expressed and purified
in sufficient quantity for structural studies, we have been
carrying out structural studies of isolated TM segments
from functionally critical regions of NHE1. These peptides
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Table 1. Summary of deposited PDB (Berman et al. 2000) entries of a-helical membrane proteins sorted by class of structure
available in PDB.
Single TM segment, only 1 conformer provided
TM helix showing variability at N and (or) C termini

Kinked TM segment with conformational sampling
Single TM helix with extramembrane portion
Oligomer (no. of monomers)
Multiple TM segments (no. of TM segments)a

1CEK1, 1EMZ2, 1FDF3, 1HO2/1HO74, 1MP65, 1PJD6, 2C0X7
1A111, 1AMB/1AMC18, 1B9U9, 1BTQ/1BTR/1BTS/1BTT10, 1CKW/
1CKX11, 1DLZ12, 1DTC13, 1DXZ14, 1GQ015, 1IH916, 1IIJ17, 1JDM18,
1QG919, 1R7C/1R7D/1R7E/1R7F/1R7G20, 1SKH21, 1SPF22, 1Z6523,
2AJJ/2AJM/2AJN/2AJO24, 2ARI25, 2BP426, 2NR11, 3MRA27
1ATY28, 1BA429/1BA630, 1BJB/1BJC31, 1BZK32, 1FJK/1FJP33, 1Y4E34,
2HTG35
1BNX36, 1FDM37, 1IYT38, 1JO539, 1MOT40, 1N7L41, 1WRG42, 1XRD42,
1Z9I43, 1ZZA44, 2CPB/2CPS45
1AFO46(2), 1BHA/1BHB47(2), 1EQ81(5), 1NYJ48(4), 1PI8/1PJE49(4),
1ZLL50(5), 2A9H51 (42TM)
1A9152(2), 1BCT53(2), 1C0V(2)/1C99(2)/ 1C17(12)54, 1IJP55(2), 1JFP56(7),
1L0M57(7), 1L6T58(2), 1LN659(7), 1VRY60(2), 1WAZ61(2), 1WU062(2),
1YGM63(4)

Note: The list has been annotated manually using results from both the Protein Data Bank and the Membrane Protein Data Bank (Raman et al.
2006) search engines. Superscripted numbers refer to the primary reference for each structure as follows: 1, Opella et al. 1999; 2, Op De Beeck et al.
2000; 3, Yeagle et al. 2000; 4, Ohlenschlager et al. 2002; 5, Wang et al. 2001; 6, Valentine et al. 2001; 7, Marvin et al. 2006; 8, Talafous et al. 1994;
9
, Dmitriev et al. 1999; 10, Gargaro et al. 1994; 11, Massiah et al. 1999; 12, Balashova et al. 2000; 13, Bladon et al. 1992; 14, Pashkov et al. 1999; 15,
Galbraith et al. 2003; 16, Shenkarev et al. 2002; 17, Goetz et al. 2001; 18, Mascioni et al. 2002; 19, Doak et al. 1996; 20, Penin et al. 2004; 21, Biverstahl et al. 2004; 22, Johansson et al. 1994; 23, Papadopoulos et al. 2006; 24, Sapay et al. 2006; 25, Jaroniec et al. 2005; 26, Zirah et al. 2006; 27,
Lugovskoy et al. 1998; 28, Girvin and Fillingame 1995; 29, Coles et al. 1998; 30, Watson et al. 1998; 31, Poulsen et al. 2000; 32, Chambers et al. 1999;
33
, Lamberth et al. 2000; 34, Slepkov et al. 2005; 35, Ding et al. 2006; 36, Chambers et al. 1998; 37, Almeida and Opella 1997; 38, Crescenzi et al.
2002; 39, Sorgen et al. 2002; 40, Yushmanov et al. 2003; 41, Zamoon et al. 2003; 42, Wang et al. 2005; 43, Choowongkomon et al. 2005; 44, BuckKoehntop et al. 2005; 45, Papavoine et al. 1998; 46, MacKenzie et al. 1997; 47, Pervushin et al. 1994; 48, Nishimura et al. 2002; 49, Park et al. 2003; 50,
Oxenoid and Chou 2005; 51, Yu et al. 2005; 52, Girvin et al. 1998; 53, Barsukov et al. 1992; 54, Rastogi and Girvin 1999; 55, Dmitriev and Fillingame
2001; 56, Yeagle et al. 2001; 57, Katragadda et al. 2001a; 58, Dmitriev et al. 2002; 59, Choi et al. 2002; 60, Ma et al. 2005; 61, Howell et al. 2005; 62,
Nakano et al. 2006; 63, Roosild et al. 2005;.
a

Note that some structures were solved by piecing together multiple segments and that some are isolated portions of a larger protein.

may be produced either by expression as a fusion protein
(Lindhout et al. 2003; Slepkov et al. 2005) or by chemical
synthesis (Ding et al. 2006; Naider et al. 2005). Literature
precedents show that isolated TM segments from the cystic
fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (OblattMontal et al. 1994; Wigley et al. 1998), bacteriorhodopsin
(Hunt et al. 1997; Katragadda et al. 2001a), rhodopsin
(Choi et al. 2002; Katragadda et al. 2001b; Yeagle et al.
2001), and the fungal G-protein-coupled receptor Ste2p
(Naider et al. 2005) are all functional and have structures
under membrane mimetic conditions that agree with the segment in the context of the protein as a whole, where this
structure is known. It should be noted that some instances
of variation in structural characteristics under different
membrane mimetic conditions have been observed, such as
bacteriorhodopsin (Hunt et al. 1997; Katragadda et al.
2001a), phospholamban (Lamberth et al. 2000, Oxenoid and
Chou 2005, Zamoon et al. 2003), and TM IV of NHE1
(Slepkov et al. 2005). Our philosophy is that the structure
should be examined in multiple conditions where possible,
although we have come across a case now (TM VII of
NHE1), in which the peptide only stayed in solution under
1 condition out of *10 that were tried. As abilities to predict membrane protein structure and packing improve, NMR
structures of individual TM segments may work very nicely
into full-length protein structure predictions, since noncanonical structures can be reliably determined and used as a
basis for prediction.
Table 1 gives an overview by structural character of Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al. 2000) entries of transmembrane segments or membrane proteins with a-helical
character solved by NMR methods to date. This list is an at-

tempt to be comprehensive based upon searches using both
the PDB and Membrane Protein Data Bank (Raman et al.
2006) search engines. Division into the classes given in Table 1 is somewhat arbitrary, since some structures may display properties of more than 1 class in the table. In our
experience, although isolated TM segment peptides are generally easier to obtain and handle than full-length membrane
proteins, production and subsequent purification are still not
trivial. This minireview covers the strategies that we have
developed, which will be useful once this hurdle is overcome, to deal with the sampling of multiple peptide conformations that we have observed in our high-resolution
solution-state NMR studies of TMs IV (Slepkov et al. 2005)
and VII (Ding et al. 2006) of NHE1.

Determining peptide structures
Compared with proteins that have a defined fold, peptides
tend to be flexible and able to sample numerous conformations (comprehensively reviewed in Williamson and Waltho
1992). Solution-state methods to study proteins and peptides
probe the entire ensemble of conformers present at any
given time, and the type of structural information available
is highly dependent upon the technique employed (Cai and
Dass 2003). In many cases, it is impractical or impossible
to deconvolute the contributions of different conformations
to an ensemble-averaged experiment. In solution-state NMR
spectroscopy, atomic-level resolution and differentiation of
signals is possible. The typical, classical protocol (Wüthrich
1986) for solving a protein or peptide structure by NMR
spectroscopy involves the following steps: first, determine
chemical shift values characteristic of as many atoms as
#
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Fig. 1. Conformational sampling about break points in peptide
structures of isolated TM segments from a-helical membrane proteins seen in NMR structures deposited in the PDB (Table 1; other
examples exist in the literature, but either are not deposited in the
PDB or do not have multiple conformers available). Colours are
blue-red over the spectrum from the N to C termini of the peptide
in question. Arrows indicate the break point(s) in structure for each
case. 1BZK, 1Y4E, and 2HTG were superposed over residues 15–
28, 165–168, and 255–261, respectively. Trisolvent refers to
methanol:chloroform:water (4:4:1, by volume).

Biochem. Cell Biol. Vol. 84, 2006
Fig. 2. Superpositions of the NMR structure of TM IV of NHE1 in
mimetic solvent (methanol:chloform:water; 4:4:1 by volume). (a)
Superposition over backbone atoms residues S158–P178 (5 lowest
energy structures shown out of 600) demonstrates poor convergence
over the length of the peptide; N to C termini from top to bottom.
(b–d) Superpositions over Ca atoms of b, D159–L163; c, L165–
P168; and d, I169–F176, with the backbone shown in black and
side chains in grey for the 60 lowest energy structures out of 600
showing good backbone and reasonable side-chain convergence
over each of the 3 separate structurally convergent regions. Break
points in structural convergence of the peptide were determined to
be at F164 and P168–I169.

possible within the sample; second, analyze 1H–1H distances
using the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE); third, characterize deviations of chemical shift from random-coil values and
through-bond J-couplings to assist in determining secondary
structure; and, fourth, use NOE derived 1H–1H distance constraints and chemical shift and (or) J-coupling-derived dihedral angle constraints to carry out simulated annealing
calculations to produce polypeptide structures in agreement
with the experimental data. Note that this is frequently an
iterative process. Additional restraints, such as residual dipolar couplings, T1–T2 relaxation data, or knowledge of molecular shape (e.g., radius of gyration) are often introduced
during simulated annealing (comprehensively reviewed in
Schwieters et al. 2006). However, because peptides are
most typically produced through chemical synthesis, the former 2 types of restraints requiring isotopic labeling are often
not financially feasible; in the latter case, the conformational
flexibility we are trying to handle makes a description of
molecular shape difficult, if at all meaningful.
#
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Fig. 3. Superpositions of the NMR structure of TM VII of NHE1 in DPC micelles. (a) Superposition over backbone atoms residues L254–
V271 (5 lowest energy structures shown out of 66) demonstrates poor convergence over length of peptide; N to C termini from top to
bottom. (b–d) Superpositions over backbone atoms of b, I251–L255; c, L255–F260; d, E262–V269; and e, D267–Y274, with the backbone
shown in black and side chains in grey for all 66 retained ensemble members showing good backbone and reasonable side-chain convergence over each of the 4 separate structurally convergent regions. A major break point in converged structure was determined to be at
G261; backbone variability was observed about the points L255 and T270–V271.

Although many peptides exhibit flexibility in solution,
sample a variety of conformers, and display only nascent
structure indicated by low numbers of 1H–1H NOE contacts,
this has not been our experience with either the TM IV or
TM VII segments of NHE1. This is not a surprising observation if the physiologically relevant structure of the TM segment is preferred in membrane mimetic environment, as has
been reported for the membrane proteins listed in the Introduction, since in this case, structural convergence would be
expected. Furthermore, numerous PDB structures of transmembrane peptides show structures that have been well resolved by NMR (Table 1).
Both of the TM segments of NHE1 that we have studied
have had break points in converged structure, which we believe to be indicative of physiologically relevant kinks in the
TM segment structure. Several examples of structures show-

ing this characteristic are now deposited in the PDB
(Table 1; Fig. 1). Figures 2 and 3 show examples, using the
solved structures of the TM IV and TM VII segments of
NHE1. In each case, attempts to superpose the backbone
over the majority of the peptide length do not provide good
superposition. For example, even with the 5 lowest energy
structures out of the entire ensemble of 600 (TM IV) or 66
(TM VII) structures, a great deal of variation in backbone
structure can be seen with an attempt to superpose over a
major portion of the peptide (Figs. 2a and 3a). However, it
is possible to achieve excellent superpositions over 4–9 residue stretches of each peptide (Figs. 2b–2d and Figs. 3b–3e)
after taking into account the identified break points in structural convergence. As a whole, these break points lead to
conformational sampling of a restricted nature. In Figs. 2a
and 3a, this is reflected in the fact that the 5 lowest energy
#
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structures out of the ensemble of 600 retained NMR structures are all extended to approximately the same degree,
even though the backbones themselves do not superpose
well. This restricted sampling has allowed us to develop
methods to examine these peptide structures in detail. These
methods are applicable to any situation in which regions of
a peptide or protein have well defined structures but display
a variety of positions and orientations relative to other structurally defined regions.

Summary of structure calculation and
analysis strategies
For each of the 2 TM segments of NHE1 that we have
studied so far, a different calculation protocol was used. In
the first case, the TM IV segment studied in membrane
mimetic solvents (Slepkov et al. 2005), the experimental
data observed was well represented through the calculation of
a single conformer. However, flexibility at distinct points in
the peptide led to conformational sampling by TM IV. In
structure calculations, we used large ensembles of structures
(*1000) to allow extensive sampling about these break
points. Analysis of the resulting ensembles (typically 600 of
1000 structures were retained) required some specialized strategies. In the second case, the TM VII segment was studied in
micelles (Ding et al. 2006). We could not satisfy *1/3 of the
experimental NOE restraints using a single conformer calculation. However, by introducing a second conformer and allowing each NOE restraint to be satisfied in 1, both, or between
conformers, we were able to satisfy all restraints. The resulting
ensembles of structures also showed break points in converged
structure similar to those observed in TM IV. Therefore, a similar analysis of the ensemble was carried out to determine features of the structure. The following discussion covers 3 major
points: using structure calculations to differentiate between
data indicative of single-conformer, multiple-conformer, or
oligomeric peptides; analysis of ensembles of peptide conformers undergoing conformational sampling about break
points in converged structure; and validation and analysis of
such a peptide structure.

Single-conformer, oligomeric, or multipleconformer structure calculations?
In the case of wide variability in relative positions of
structurally converged peptide segments about a break point,
conformational sampling may result in a relative lack of
NOE constraints between atoms on either side of the break
point. With a situation of this sort, structure calculation using a single conformer is likely to satisfy the vast majority
of observed NOE constraints. The most important considera-

tion for structure calculation with this type of sample is the
production of sufficient ensemble members to ensure that
the calculated structures provide a representation of the actual range of sample conformations, rather than an artificially limited subset of these conformations. In the case of
TM IV of NHE1, we used very large ensembles of *1000
structures to ensure that this was the case. Two points
should be considered here: the experimental data should be
well matched by the ensemble of NMR structures, although
higher numbers of NOE violations should be expected and
allowed for such ensembles of structures than for a folded
protein; and superposition over the entire structure will not
generally be possible, making analysis much more cumbersome, as discussed below. Typically, this should be the first
type of structure calculation attempted.
If a single-conformer calculation cannot consistently provide structures that fit a large proportion of the experimental
data, then the unsatisfied NOE restraints may be the result
of preferential sampling of certain conformations and (or)
oligomerization of the peptide. Because either of these situations is readily possible, we developed a dual-conformer calculation protocol that does not preferentially select for one
case or the other. In this case, we carried out structure calculations, starting with 2 extended polypeptide chains (we
will refer to these as chains A and B). For any given NOE
(say between residue x – atom 1 and residue y – atom 2), we
set up an ambiguous restraint which may be satisfied by one
or more of the following:
chain A – residue x – atom 1 ? chain A – residue y – atom 2
chain B – residue x – atom 1 ? chain B – residue y – atom 2
chain A – residue x – atom 1 ? chain B – residue y – atom 2
chain B – residue x – atom 1 ? chain A – residue y – atom
2The distances between each of these pairs of atoms, di, dii,
diii, and div are then averaged in the following manner
6
6  1=6
þ div
Þ
davg ¼ ðdi6 þ dii6 þ diii

during structure calculation. Although unintuitive, this style
of d–6 summed averaging means that if any 1 of the 4 distances is much shorter than the rest, the value of davg would
represent this fact. For comparison, a standard d–6 average
would be given by
 6
  1= 6
6
6
di þ dii6 þ diii
þ div
davg ¼
4
Using XPLOR-NIH (Schwieters et al. 2003), this is implemented using the SUM averaging option. The actual syntax
to specify a given ambiguous restraint in XPLOR-NIH is as
follows:

((residue x and atom 1 and segid A) OR (residue x and atom 1 and segid B))
((residue y and atom 2 and segid A) OR (residue y and atom 2 and segid B))
d dminus dplus

#
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where d, dminus, and dplus will be interpreted in the manner
specified by the NOE restraining function selected using
the potential statement. Note that further ambiguity can easily be nested within a given selection statement of the restraint, whether through nonstereospecific pseudoatom use
or by additional OR statements. Production of these ambiguous restraints from a starting single-conformer restraint file
or from a NOE spectrum peak data file is readily automated,
and analysis of the resulting ensemble of structures in terms
of degree of constraint agreement and oligomerization vs
multiple conformers is best done using custom scripts (Tcl/
Tk scripts for both constraint file production and ensemble
analysis are freely available upon request).
If this dual-conformer–dimer approach still is unable to
provide an ensemble of structures in agreement with the
NMR data, 2 possible routes to a structure are feasible. If
many inter-chain contacts are being observed, it is likely
that oligomer formation is represented by the data. In this
case, the dimer–dual-conformer method outlined above can
be iteratively expanded with increasing numbers of polypeptide chains until the experimental data are satisfied by the
ensemble of calculated structures. Alternately, if dimer formation is not apparent in the resulting ensemble of structures, methods that implement ensemble-averaged NOE
restraints are likely required. Essentially, for an NOE to be
observed in a flexible peptide, meaning that 2 protons are
in close proximity (i.e., < *6 Å; 1 Å = 0.1 nm), 2 cases
are possible: either a significant population of the peptides
in solution are in a conformation where the protons are in
close proximity (i.e., the average of the ensemble of structures gives an observable 1H–1H contact) or the ensemble
of peptides in solution is undergoing conformational fluctuation, in which these protons come into proximity for some
fraction of the time (i.e., the average over time of the 1H–
1H distance obeys the restraint). A number of methods to
carry out ensemble refinement have been published (Bonvin
and Brunger 1995; Bonvin et al. 1994; Bruschweiler et al.
1991; Wang et al. 1995), and XPLOR-NIH now has this capability as a standard (Schwieters et al. 2003, 2006). Therefore, we will not discuss these methods in detail in this
minireview. The results of an ensemble-averaged refinement
carried out under any of these protocols may be readily analyzed using the methods we present.
Based upon our experiences with TMs IV and VII of
NHE1, the protocol shown in the flowchart in Fig. 4 is recommended. Note that, in these methods, it is entirely up to
the individual to determine what constitutes a reasonable or
significant number of NOE violations. For example, in the
case of our published TM IV peptide structure, single-conformer methods provided an ensemble of structures with
few NOE violations (12 violations of magnitude >0.2 Å
and <0.3 Å for 600 structures) and strong structural convergence in 3 regions separated by 2 break points. This convergence and degree of NOE agreement was observed after
several rounds of iteratively lengthening NOE restraints. If
we introduce a second conformer, NOE violations become
nonexistent with very few modifications to the lengths of restraints, but convergence of the polypeptide backbone (or of
all heavy atoms) in the 3 structured regions is decreased
compared with the single conformer calculation (results not
shown). Therefore, in this case, the single-conformer method
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Fig. 4. Flowchart demonstrating a suggested NMR structure calculation strategy for peptides undergoing conformational sampling
and (or) oligomerization. Note that each ‘‘data well fit?’’ test may
require significant refinement of restraint data prior to making a yes
or no decision.

provides a superior structure. Alternatively, our structure of
TM VII of NHE1 shows much better structural convergence
in the double-conformer case than the single-conformer
case. (In the single-conformer case, reasonable convergence
and violation statistics required discarding of *1/3 of the
NOE restraints.) Each of these cases demonstrates a clearly
better ability to satisfy the experimental data in structure
calculation using one method over the other. Furthermore,
the dual-conformer (easily extended to multiconformer) calculation method we have developed readily allows the differentiation between oligomer formation and conformational
sampling. In the case that a dimer or higher oligomer is observed, the degree to which the structure is affected by the
oligomerization should be examined. If the structure is indeed strongly affected, the question of whether this is an artifact owing to the solution conditions chosen or whether
this is actually a feature that would stabilize the peptide
within a physiological context must be addressed. This
would likely require solution of the structure under a further
set of conditions, if possible.

Determination of break points in structure
A typical peptide having break points in structure will not
appear to be well converged, since attempts to superpose the
backbone over the majority of its length will lead to poor
superpositions shown by high root mean square deviations
(RMSDs). This can be seen in Figs. 2a and 3a, in which
even the 5 lowest-energy structures of TMs IV (Fig. 2a)
#
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and VII (Fig. 3a) do not superpose well over the length of
the peptide. We find a very useful starting point to be the
NMRCORE program, which is designed to search an ensemble of protein NMR structures for ‘‘core domains’’ of atoms
that always occupy the same relative positions between ensemble members (Kelley et al. 1997). In our experience,
NMRCORE is also well suited to determining regions converged structures within peptides. Our typical analysis consists of the following: (i) NMRCORE is used to suggest
regions of structural convergence, typically using Ca, as opposed to backbone, provides a better overall estimate;
(ii) the ensemble of structures starting from suggested core
regions of NMRCORE is superposed, and the RMSD of
superposed ensemble is determined; (iii) the region used for
superposition is iteratively varied, moving both the N and C
termi from suggested NMRCORE core regions until the optimal RMSD is found.
To carry out superpositions, we have had great success
with the LSQKAB implementation (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4 1994) of the method of Kabsch
(Kabsch 1976). This software is readily run from scripts, allowing numerous superpositions to be carried out over user
specified ranges, with minimal changes required to the
script. Examples of the results of this process are shown in
Figs. 5a–5b, using the RMSDs observed over structurally
convergent regions of the TM IV (Fig. 2) and VII (Fig. 3)
segments of NHE1 for, respectively, the 600 and 66 member
ensembles of structures upon optimal superposition. In each
case, the boxed residues show a distinctly lower RMSD than
those that are immediately N and C terminal, which fall outside of the converged region. These jumps in RMSD serve
as a strong indicator of the best regions for superposition.
Break points in structure occur at F164 and at P168–I169
for TM IV, and at L255, G261, and T270–V271 for TM VII.
Although we find NMRCORE to be useful for finding
general bounds of converged regions, another strong diagnostic of break points in peptide structure is unusual clustering or larger than normal spread of (f,c) dihedral angles.
PROCHECK–NMR (Laskowski et al. 1993, 1996) is a useful tool for producing Ramachandran plots on a per-residue
basis. Unfortunately, because many of the peptide ensembles
we use have more than 50 members, this software may not
be able to provide full plots of all ensemble members.
Therefore, we have also developed our own scripts (freely
available upon request) that calculate dihedral angles and allow us to look for these diagnostic dihedral angle clusters or
spreads in an ensemble with any number of members. A further useful diagnostic is the dihedral angle order parameter
(S) (Hyberts et al. 1992). Calculation of S for a given dihedral angle, , of a given residue in an ensemble of structures
employs the two-dimensional vector average
S¼

N
1 X
j ½ðcosi Þ^x þ ðsini Þ^y j
N i¼1

where N is the number of structures in the ensemble, i is
the dihedral angle of the residue in question for structure i,
and x^ and ŷ are orthogonal unit vectors. The value of S
(which varies from 0–1) is 1 for the case in which all dihedrals are equal, and small for widely spread angles. In the
case of TM VII from NHE1, for example, there is a major

break point in structure at G261 (seen in Fig. 1) and minor
breaks that are N terminal to L255 and V271. These break
points are reflected by higher than usual average deviations
in f and c for G261, in f for L255 and V271 (Fig. 5d), and
drops in S for f and c (Fig. 5f). The dihedral angle average
deviations (Fig. 5c) and S values (Fig. 5e) are less optimal
for TM IV, despite good structural convergence (Fig. 5a).
In this case, however, these values are still helpful in initial
assignment of the well converged regions of the structure
(particularly from residues 171–176) and in the identification of major break points in structure. An examination of
these kinds of trends, as well as actual Ramachandran plots,
assisted us in selecting the optimal regions for superposition, which were slightly different from the core regions determined by NMRCORE.
The use of hydrogen–deuterium exchange rates is also potentially very valuable for the identification of break points in
a peptide structure. Examples of these data in the literature
show that slower-exchanging regions are typically identified
as those that are helical and have low RMSDs (Chambers et
al. 1999; Coles et al. 1998; Girvin and Fillingame 1995;
Lamberth et al. 2000; Poulsen et al. 2000; Watson et al.
1998), while regions that we would label structural break
points are faster exchanging. As yet, there has not been an
isotopically labeled peptide showing conformational sampling in the TM region (Table 1) characterized using dynamics measurement. However, it is likely that order parameters
obtained from 15N and (or) 13C relaxation measurements
would also be a useful indicator for break-points vs structurally convergent stretches, as was seen at the break between
the AP and TM helices in the phospholamban pentamer
structure of Oxenoid and Chou (2005).

Analysis and validation of peptide structures
To analyze NOE violations, dihedral angle spread and violations, determine RMSDs for structurally converged regions of a peptide, and examine the propensity for dimer
formation vs observation of more than one conformation in
the double-conformer calculation case, we tend to use custom scripts (freely available upon request). To provide
standard Ramachandran plot statistics, we typically make
use of PROCHECK–NMR by subdividing an ensemble of
structures into smaller, equal-sized ensembles and averaging
the PROCHECK derived statistics.
The software PROMOTIF–NMR (Hutchinson and Thornton 1996) is extremely useful for analyzing structural characteristics of an ensemble of structures. Because peptide
structures have some degree of inherent variability, unless
strong H-bond-type constraints are introduced, attempts to
classify secondary structure are sometimes challenging. For
example, a given secondary structure (i.e., an a helix) may
have slight variability in its N- and C-terminal residues over
the ensemble of structures. Rather than relying entirely upon
secondary structure assignments for individual peptide structures, we have found that the most useful way to analyze
structural features is to look for consensus in the PROMOTIF or Kabsch–Sander (Kabsch and Sander 1983) secondary
structure assignments over the ensemble of structures. In regions with well defined RMSDs upon superposition and
consistent dihedral angle observations, such consensus as#
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Fig. 5. RMSD (on a per-residue basis) for (a) all 600 members of the NMR ensemble for 3 superpositions of the TM IV segment of NHE1,
and (b) all 66 members of the NMR ensemble for TM VII. The residue ranges shown correspond to the superposition range used (using Ca
(a) or backbone atoms (b) to superpose) for each structurally converged segment. Boxes surround the well converged regions, as assigned by
low RMSDs. Dashed lines are all-atom RMSDs, while solid lines are Ca (a) or backbone (b) RMSDs. Average deviation ((c) TM IV; (d) TM
VII) and order parameter (S; (e) TM IV; (f) TM VII) of f and c dihedral angles for each entire retained ensemble of NMR structures.

signments are indicative of the structure that would be expected for the peptide, even if not all members of the ensemble do not display the same degree of structuring.

Summary
We have found that 2 functionally important transmembrane segments from mammalian NHE1 display conformational sampling when studied as isolated peptides in a

membrane mimetic environment. It makes sense that a TM
segment which undergoes conformational changes as a part
of regular protein function will display some inherent structural flexibility. In the case of a kinked a-helical TM segment, the break in regular H bonding at the kink may also
be expected to allow flexibility, depending upon the structure at the kink, upon isolation from the protein. Therefore,
the types of conformational sampling we and other groups
have observed are likely to be an ongoing issue with the
#
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study of isolated TM segments. Although these studies are
not trivial, we hope that the different strategies that we
have outlined here to calculate these classes of structures, to
analyze structurally converged regions separated by flexible
break points, and to validate an ensemble of structures relative to the available NMR data will provide useful starting
points and methods for studies of isolated TM segments or
of any peptide undergoing conformational sampling. The
method that we present for multiple-conformer calculation
also allows easy testing of oligomer formation, and differentiation between oligomerization and conformational sampling.
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